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MVE/CHART would like to offer all of our distributors a very happy and prosperous
NEW YEAR.  To start the New Year MVE is offering several new accessories that
compliment our AI/Cryo-Bio product lines.  These will be featured in upcoming
monthly Tech Tip issues.

The two products we are featuring this month are the maintenance toolbox kit and the
stainless steel dipping basket used specifically in MVE’s 5, 2.5, and 1.5 liter SS  transfer
dewars.

This handy toolbox kit comes complete with all the necessary tools required for new installations
and first time fills.  This will also be very beneficial for those general maintenance service calls or
repair contracts. The part number for this kit is 11081299.  Call for details.
The kit includes:
1. _” drive socket set
2. standard pliers and needle nose
3. vice grip
4. adjustable wrenches 10” and 12”
5. wire stripper
6. Teflon tape
7. ohm meter
8. open end wrenches _” to _”
9. screw drivers (phillips and straight slot)
10. utility knife
11. 30 mm deep socket with adapter drive
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The second featured accessory is the basket assembly used in conjunction with the SS transfer
dewars.  The basket is not designed for long term storage inside the dewars but rather for
shrink fitting or the cryo-treating of metal parts.  The part number for this basket is 11066283.
Call your customer service representative for pricing and availability.

Watch For:

Some of the other accessories that will be introduced this year are:
1. liquid level alarms with remote alarm hookup
2. O2 depletion monitor alarm
3. Temperature alarm analog
4. In transit temp. monitor logger for vapor shippers
5. Hanger clip for SUC boxes when working from XLC units
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